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Constructing the Commons
The term ‘commons’ today is widely and extensively discussed within
different theoretical frames of reference. Historically it refers to natural
resources that we, the people, have in common. Resources that
are not one’s property and are available to all: air, water, earth. To
day, the term is used in very different ways in economic, social, and
political theory, as well as within the creative industries. The project
‘Constructing the Commons’, initiated by the chair of Methods and
Analysis of the Faculty of Architecture and the Built Environment of
the Delft University of Technology at the occasion of the visiting
professorship of Momoyo Kaijima and Yoshiharu Tsukamoto of the
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Visibility
Given its characteristic material solidity and opacity, architecture’s traditional relation to visibility has been one of simple
facilitation: one has been able to see as much or as little as
the architectural setting one happens to occupy permits one
to see. But this relation began to shift in the modern era. Not
for nothing has the 19th century’s innovative relationship to
consumption, and extensive new employment of glass, been
seen – by observers from Sigfried Giedion to Walter Benjamin
– to transform architecture’s relationship to visibility. From
this transformation came the intense preoccupation of
first-generation architectural modernity with the phenomenon
of transparency. Beginning with the 19th-century construct
of the vitrine, transparency for modernity eventually came to
stand for much more ambitious political purposes.
At the extreme, we may take the famous case of Hannes
Meyer’s and Hannes Wittwer’s celebrated design for their entry
in the 1927 League of Nations Headquarters competition, a
striking design of a high-rise building which was proposed
to be extensively glazed in its facades and highly permeable
in its interior spatial arrangements. To quote the designers:
‘No back corridors for backstairs diplomacy, but open glazed
rooms for the public negotiations of honest men.’1
Now it is true, of course, that such a socio-political
conception of transparency as Meyer’s and Wittwer’s was
one that was sustained, philosophically speaking, by the
positivist materialism that underpinned much of the politics
of this committed team of architects. As they put it, ‘Our
League of Nations building symbolizes nothing. Its size is
automatically determined by the dimensions and the conditions of the programme…’2
In historical retrospect, we realize that their commitment
to an absolute transparency turned out to be as socially naïve
as it was politically destructive. In fact, their commitment to
it can now be seen to form part of that problematically bleak
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